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Alice travels 350 miles on her chartered helicopter and reaches Delaware in 2 hours. 

What is the average speed of the helicopter?

1)

Melanie wins a roller-skating competition by covering a distance of 12 miles in 1 hour 

and 30 minutes. Determine Melanie’s speed.

2)

According to a weather advisory, a storm was blowing and had covered a distance of

60 miles in 3 hours. Calculate the average speed of the storm.

3)

Nancy took 8 hours to drive to St. Patrick's Cathedral from her home, covering a distance 

of 336 miles. What was Nancy’s average speed?

4)

What is the speed of turtle hatchlings that swim 25 miles in 30 hours? Round your 

answer to two decimal places.

5)
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Answer Key

Alice travels 350 miles on her chartered helicopter and reaches Delaware in 2 hours. 

What is the average speed of the helicopter?

1)

Melanie wins a roller-skating competition by covering a distance of 12 miles in 1 hour 

and 30 minutes. Determine Melanie’s speed.

2)

According to a weather advisory, a storm was blowing and had covered a distance of

60 miles in 3 hours. Calculate the average speed of the storm.

3)

Nancy took 8 hours to drive to St. Patrick's Cathedral from her home, covering a distance 

of 336 miles. What was Nancy’s average speed?

4)

What is the speed of turtle hatchlings that swim 25 miles in 30 hours? Round your 

answer to two decimal places.

5)

175 miles per hour

8 miles per hour

20 miles per hour

42 miles per hour

0.83 miles per hour
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